
Sankalp Semiconductor expands internationally
with its operations in Malaysia
Sankalp Malaysia to act as a gateway for
business expansion in Southeast Asia

SUNNYVALE, CA, UNITED STATES,
January 8, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Sankalp Semiconductor, a design
service company offering comprehensive
digital & mixed signal SoC services and
solutions, today announced establishing a fully owned subsidiary in Petaling Jaya, Malaysia. The
company has a strong presence in India, USA and Europe markets. The Malaysia office will enable
the company to address the growing need of semiconductor design services from large
semiconductor and system design companies. The growth of the Hi-Tech Southeast Asia market is

Our Malaysia office will allow
close proximity with our
existing local customers and
offer ease of operation for the
new customers in the hi-tech
semiconductor digital and
analog semiconductor space.”

Uday Ramachandran VP-
Business Development (India

& APAC)

attributed to the rapid expansion and robust growth in mobile,
automotive, medical and IoT sectors. 
“Malaysia is a strategic location to multiple of our customers.
Our office in Malaysia will allow us to maintain close proximity
with our existing local customers and offer ease of operation
for the new customers in the hi-tech semiconductor digital and
analog semiconductor space.” said Uday Ramachandran Vice
President - Business Development (India & APAC), Sankalp
Semiconductor. 

Sankalp Semiconductor was founded in 2005 with a focus to
serve the semiconductor companies primarily offering analog
& mixed signal design services. Today, Sankalp with a team of
700+ engineering professionals has design centers in Hubli,

Bengaluru, Kolkata in India and Ottawa, Canada. The company provides unique advantage to its
semiconductor customers by enabling them at any point of semiconductor services life cycle with the
ability to provide end-to-end solutions. 
 
About Sankalp Semiconductor
Sankalp Semiconductor offers an integrated portfolio of services and solutions to its customers in key
semiconductor domains including analog & mixed signal, digital, high-speed physical interface IP,
Embedded Memory Compiler, IOs and EDA modelling. Sankalp Semiconductor is a preferred
semiconductor design service partners to multiple Fortune 500 companies in the Automotive,
Consumer, Networking, Wireless, IoT, Medical electronics and Foundry space. The company enables
its customers to achieve their time-to-market window by delivering first pass silicon designs and
engage with product engineering teams across the globe to design System-on-Chip. Sankalp
Semiconductor is based in Sunnyvale, California, with offices in USA, India, Canada, Germany and
Malaysia. www.sankalpsemi.com
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